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About HAZZE MEDIA

HAZZE MEDIA PROJECTS

Formerly known as ORENDA MEDIA, Hazze Media aims to create a
platform for creatives to share their work and gain experience in the

media industry. Our team is made up of over 50 talented photographers,
artists, journalists, and many more creative-minded individuals. 

Hazze Magazine: Formerly ORENDA Magazine, has been sold across the
globe from North America to New Zealand with team members from seven
different countries. an editorial magazine that we release monthly with set

themes so that Creatives can submit to and push themselves out of their
comfort zone to try to create work based on the set themes we provide.

 
Hazze Podcast Network: dedicated to exploring diverse narratives of

people who have changed the world and their own lives, personal growth,
true crime, and being a first-generation American.

Social Media Statistics:
Instagram 15.4K | TikTok 880 

Website Statistics:
Newly rebranded: 646 per month

Magazine Statistics:
1,607 (monthly) Impressions

Podcast Statistics (being developed):
 HAZZE: 107 plays | More being developed



Brought to you by HAZZE MEDIA, Ezzah
Rafique dives into the stories of people who
changed their life and the world around them

The Hazze Podcast

Life is Risky Podcast

Generation of Mine Podcast

Podcasts by HAZZE MEDIA

Case by Case Podcast

People at the top of the mountain always have
the best view. In "Life is Risky" Adnan Rafique and

Ezzah Rafique sit down to talk about personal
growth, mindset, and motivation while talking to

entrepreneurs about their success.

Case by Case dives into true crime cases from
disappearances to murder mysteries to serial

killer legacies to everything in between.

We are the first generation. Hear the struggles,
point-of-views, stories, and more as Ezzah Rafique

and Iman Tanzeem talk about living as a first-
generation American and interview CEO's, leaders,

artists, and more about how their unique experiences
shaped their lives.

Available on Spotify, Anchor, Google
Podcasts, Breaker, Overcast, RadioPublic &

Pocket Casts 
Coming Soon

Coming Soon

Available on Spotify, Anchor, Google
Podcasts, Breaker, Overcast, RadioPublic, &

Pocket Casts 
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